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Agenda

§ Challenges facing scientific research today
§ Open Science : an attempt to address challenges
§ Open Science requirements : a combined effort
§ How scientists are using MATLAB for Open Science

– Using Open Data with MATLAB
– Accessing Open Infrastructure with MATLAB
– Building Interoperable Workflows with MATLAB
– Publishing Open Results with MATLAB

§ MathWorks support for the research community
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Challenges facing scientific research today

Data is bigger than ever

Marx, V. The big challenges of big data. Nature 498, 255–260 (2013). https://doi.org/10.1038/498255a

https://www.nature.com/articles/498255a
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Challenges facing scientific research today

Research is a collaborative effort – more than ever today

A Century of Science: Globalization of Scientific Collaborations, Citations, and Innovations
Yuxiao Dong, Hao Ma, Zhihong Shen, Kuansan Wang, Microsoft Research. https://doi.org/10.1145/3097983.3098016

https://doi.org/10.1145/3097983.3098016
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Open Science is an attempt to address these challenges
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Open Science requires a combined effort of many stakeholders

Open Data

Open Infrastructure

Interoperable Workflows

Reproducible
Results

acce
ss

analyse

publishre-use

• Diverse data formats
• Public open data sets
• Big Data

• MATLAB on Science Gateways
• MATLAB on Jupyter
• MATLAB on HPC infrastructure

• Interoperable MATLAB code
• Deep Learning in MATLAB

• Open Source MATLAB Toolboxes
• Runnable MATLAB on GitHub
• MATLAB on reproducibility portals
• MathWorks support for community
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How scientists use MATLAB for Open Science
Using Open Data
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Image: CC-BY-SA 3.0 License. Wikimedia
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Diverse uses of animal movement data for predictions and planning

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_migration
https://www.movebank.org/cms/movebank-main
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ECODATA Animate: enabling users visualize animal movement data

Topography

+

+

Vegetation

App: download and install for all + open code on GitHub 

ECODATA - Animate

“I think MathWorks really got it right. Whatever we make can be 
compiled into an app with an executable. That app can be shared 
and does not require you to be a licensed user. For those who might 
want to work on the code further, we will publish the MATLAB code 
base.” – Gil Bohrer, PI, Ecodata/Prof. Ohio State University

https://ecodata-animate.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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The Brain Observatory Toolbox: an interface to public cloud data

AWS open data registry
Brain Observatory Toolbox

• Open Source
• Cloud workflow – no downloads
• Uses the AWS Open Data Registry

https://registry.opendata.aws/allen-brain-observatory/
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/90900-brain-observatory-toolbox
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How scientists use MATLAB for Open Science
Accessing Open Infrastructure
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Accessing Open Infrastructure –
MATLAB kernel on EISCAT3D JupyterHub

The EISCAT integration of Matlab into Jupyter is 
the perfect tool for new (and old) users and is a 
window to Open Science and FAIR principles.
- Ingemar Häggström, Head of Operations
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Accessing Open Infrastructure: MathWorks reference architectures
Build your own integration

MathWorks reference architectures

https://github.com/mathworks-ref-arch


16* Cluster scheduler manages workload for all options on this spectrum

Likeness to traditional HPC workflows*More Similar

Ease of use for MATLAB users Less Difficult

Run MATLAB on the cluster via batch or 
interactively using the scheduler

Required Knowledge:
• MATLAB
• Shell 
• Scheduler
• File transfer

Accessing Open Infrastructure
Using HPC does not have to disrupt your research

Submit work from MATLAB client to 
cluster running MATLAB Parallel Server

Required User Knowledge:
• MATLAB

MATLAB Parallel Server

https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab-parallel-server.html
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University of Cambridge Accelerates Neuroimaging 
Data Analysis to Study Healthy Cognitive Aging

Challenge
Analyze terabytes of MRI and MEG imaging data for 
a study on cognitive abilities in old age

Solution
Use MATLAB to process the data on a high-
performance computing cluster and to apply 
advanced statistical, optimization, and machine 
learning techniques

Results
§ Multistep image processing pipeline automated
§ Data analysis accelerated on a 1200-core cluster
§ Key influences on late-life cognitive health 

identified

“MATLAB Parallel Server not only reduces processing time; it 
also lowers the barrier to entry into parallel computing—an 
important consideration given the wide range of technical 
abilities among our scientists.”
- Richard Henson, University of Cambridge

Structural MRI images of the brain of a typical healthy 19-year 
old (left) and typical healthy 86-year old (right).

Link to technical article

https://www.mathworks.com/company/newsletters/articles/accelerating-the-analysis-of-neuroimaging-data-to-study-healthy-cognitive-aging.html
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Create Interoperable Workflows

Using MATLAB with Python

Why researchers often need more than one tool
§ Use functionality of one in another
§ Run code available in another language (hybrid workflows)
§ Collaborate

>>> py.math.sqrt(42)
>>> py.importlib.import_module()

$ pip install matlabengine
>>> import matlab.engine
>>> m = matlab.engine.start_matlab()
>>> x = m.sqrt(42)

Call MATLAB from Python Call Python from MATLAB

https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/matlab-and-python.html
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Create Interoperable Workflows

Interoperable with DL frameworks

MXNet

Cognitive
ToolkitChainerCore ML

Caffe2 ONNX

Tensorflow Pytorch

MATLAB

Import DL models from other frameworks

importTensorFlowNetwork
importNetworkFromPytorch
importONNXNetwork

Pre-built containers on Docker-Hub

MATLAB containers on DockerHub

https://www.mathworks.com/help/deeplearning/ug/interoperability-between-deep-learning-toolbox-tensorflow-pytorch-and-onnx.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/cloudcenter/ug/matlab-container-on-docker-hub.html
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Publishing Reproducible Results: runnable code on GitHub

[![Open in MATLAB Online](https://www.mathworks.com/images/responsive/global/open-in-matlab-
online.svg)](https://matlab.mathworks.com/open/github/v1?repo=<authorname/reponame>&file=<path
/to/filename.mlx>&line=88)

Accessible for all, not just licensed MATLAB users!
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Make your MATLAB code reusable and reproducible
Use a reproducibility portal that supports MATLAB

MATLAB on Code Ocean

https://codeocean.com/explore?query=matlab&page=1&filter=all
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MathWorks: hosting and funding open source community projects

MathWorks funds summer project to update community code

File Exchange: Hosting > 40,000 open 
source community toolboxes

File Exchange

https://www.incf.org/blog/summer-project-collaboration-between-incf-and-mathworks
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/
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Deeply Rooted in Education

2300+
MATLAB and Simulink-

based books

§ MATLAB and Simulink are the tools of inspiration and innovation used by 
students, educators, and researchers around the world.

6500+
colleges and universities

teach our software

Tens of Thousands
of skilled graduates enter 
the workforce each year

Represented in CZ and SK by Humusoft
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Thank you for your attention

Questions? Comments? Feedback? Slides?
shuboc@mathworks.com
danek@humusoft.cz

mailto:shuboc@mathworks.com
mailto:danek@humusoft.cz

